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Abstract. Laser induced excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra of group-
12 metal homoatomic dimers (Zn2, Cd2, Hg2) recorded at a number of ultravio-
let transitions provided information about interatomic potentials of the ground
and lower-lying excited electron energy states of the dimers. The experimental
studies were associated with calculations performed by Eugeniusz Czuchaj that
were related to interatomic potentials as well as dipole moments for transitions
between the ground and the excited states of the dimers. In experiments the
dimers were produced in free-jet supersonic beams and were excited in a vacuum
chamber with dye-laser beams. Isotopically resolved vibrational transitions in
low-resolution excitation spectra and high-resolution rotational profiles of sev-
eral vibrational components as well as Condon internal diffraction patterns in
dispersed fluorescence spectra were recorded. Complex analyses of the spectra
yielded information about the ground- and excited-state potential bond lengths,
well depths as well as shapes of the investigated potentials in limited regions of
internuclear separations. The determined potential energy curves were compared
with results of Czuchaj providing conclusions related to the accuracy of calcula-
tions and/or experiments as well as giving the experimentalist information about
planning experimental studies of molecular potentials of the group-12 dimers.

1 Introduction

The Zn2, Cd2 and Hg2 ground-state diatoms form van der Waals (vdW) complexes as the
group-12 metal atoms have closed-shell spherical electronic configurations. If no valence force
of homopolar kind is acting between two atoms a very weak attraction between them still
remains. The attraction is responsible for the long-range interaction called vdW (dispersion)
force. The dispersion forces [1] are present in every, also excited, molecular state. However, in
general the valence forces overshadow them. The former are noticeable only when the valence
forces are very weak or non-existent, i.e. for closed-shell spherical atoms or, in general, at
large internuclear separations R. As a result of the dispersion forces, for example between two
M (M = Zn, Cd, Hg) atoms with filled-shell electronic configurations (ns2, where n = 4, 5, 6 for
Zn, Cd, Hg ground-state configuration, respectively), two atoms will repel one another strongly
at small R as they electron clouds overlap, and attract one another very weakly at large R due
to the induced (fluctuating) dipole-induced dipole interaction.

a In the memory of Professor Eugeniusz Czuchaj.
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The vdW-type interaction will dominate the long-range tail of diatomic molecular poten-
tial if two neutral atoms forming the molecule are in S electronic energy state [e.g.
M(n1S0) + M(n1S0)]. If the two atoms are sufficiently far apart that their electron clouds
overlap is negligible, the interatomic potential in the long-range region can be written as:

U(R) = De −
∞∑

k=3

C2k

R2k
= De − C6

R6
− C8

R8
− C10

R10
+ · · · , (1)

where De is the dissociation energy limit. For large R, one power of R will usually dominate
and the potential can be approximated as U(R) = De − Cm/Rm, where m is in general not
an integer, and m = 6 for pure vdW interaction (m = 8 for dipole-quadrupole, m = 10 for
quadrupole-quadrupole and dipole-octupole etc. interactions). Although at large R only the
leading term makes a substantial contribution to the attractive energy, at smaller R near to
equilibrium internuclear separation Re, it is found [2] that the higher order terms may contribute
as much as 20% of the total dispersion energy. At still smaller R, these higher order terms might
be expected to become increasingly important.

The vdW forces are responsible for many phenomena such as atom-surface interaction,
diffusion, adsorption, adhesion, liquids flow, solvolysis, and viscosity. They dominate in liquids,
molecular crystals, and biological systems resulting in their structural properties, for example,
they play a fundamental role in the stability and conformation of biomolecules such as DNA
and RNA, proteins and their complexes. The vdW forces are important from the point of
view of looking for new materials (e.g. so-called “gecko tapes” [3]) or new technologies (they
allow condensing gases as well as permitting for example, to use graphite as a lubricant). The
properties of small vdW clusters, of which dimers are the simplest prototypes, are of current
interest with an eye towards the understanding forces that holds liquids and solids together as
well as transition of molecular properties to bulk metal properties [4–6]. In different branches
of atomic and molecular physics there is rapidly growing interest in long-range forces acting
between atoms which interact in a variety of traps, experiments of matter-wave interferometry,
photoassociation of cold molecules and quantum degeneracy [7].

Determination of accurate potential energy (PE) curves for specific M2 (or M-RG, where
RG = rare gas) ground and excited-state interactions in different regions of R is important to
broaden our knowledge about these basic interactions. Processes such as thermal collisions,
quenching of excited states, pressure broadening of spectral lines, intra-multiplet transitions,
collision-induced light (Raman) scattering, collision-induced absorption, collisional redistribu-
tion of radiation, speed-dependent collisional effects of atomic lines perturbed by RG atoms,
relaxation processes of M2 molecules in solid RG, molecular dynamics and so forth, are under-
stood and interpreted properly if the interatomic potentials are known. The experimentally
derived PE curves are frequently confronted against ab initio calculations.

Recent ab initio calculations of the components of the interaction energy in the ground state
of mercury dimer [8] show that short-range induction effects play a significant role in the stabi-
lization of Hg2. Therefore, the Hg2 may be regarded as an intermediate case between a weakly
bound vdW molecule and a chemically bound species [e.g. 9–11]. The same behaviour has been
inferred from ab initio calculations of Zn2 and Cd2 [12,13]. The studies [12–14] resulted in a
clearconclusion that the group-12 homoatomic dimers, although a vdW-type interaction, exhibit
the presence of significant covalent contributions to the bonding. For example, a covalent bond-
ing contributes to the net forces acting between two Hg atoms also in the intermediate region of
R (near the Re) [14,15]. As a result, it is expected that the Re will experience certain reduction
(i.e., the Re smaller than that for a pure vdW molecule) as well as a degree of repulsion for
two approaching M atoms in the M2 molecule will drop significantly.
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In this article, the Author compares results of his experimental studies for the M2 inter-
atomic potentials with those obtained theoretically by Czuchaj and co-workers for Cd2 (i.e.,
semi-empirical Cd4+�-dependent pseudopotentials MRCI(SD) calculations without [16] and
with [17] spin-orbit coupling as well as Cd20+�-dependent pseudopotentials CAS SCF/CASPT2
calculations with spin-orbit coupling [18], also taking into account an influence ofhigher-lying
electronic energy states [19]), Hg2 (i.e., semi-empirical Hg4+ quasirelativistic �-dependent
pseudopotentials SCF and MRCI calculations with spin-orbit coupling [20]), and Zn2 (i.e.,
semi- empirical Zn4+�-dependent pseudopotentials MRCI(SD) calculations without spin-orbit
coupling [21] and Zn20+�-dependent pseudopotentials CAS SCF/ CASPT2 calculations with
spin-orbit coupling [22] using a MOLPRO package [23]). Consequently, the Author makes rec-
ommendations for specific sets of the ab initio potentials, especially for those obtained for
Cd2 [24]. Moreover, evidence that the repulsive parts of the Cd2 and Hg2 ground-states po-
tentials are unusually “soft” as compared with pure vdW M2 ground-state repulsive walls, is
presented. The conclusions are made mainly based on the simulations of the bound-free parts
of the recorded fluorescence spectra of Cd2 [24,32] and Hg2 [29] and their comparison with
result of ab initio calculations of Yu and Dolg [12].

2 Experimental

Supersonic expansion technique is a widely used method in laser spectroscopy of molecules
[25]. The method has been engaged in different fields of research in physics, chemistry, and
physical chemistry. The supersonic expansion technique provides a source of rotationally and
vibrationally cold molecules, which are very weakly bound in their ground electronic states.
Moreover, in a certain part of the expansion they can be treated as isolated objects that are
“travelling” in the beam without collisions.

When a gas of M atoms and M2 molecules mixed with a carrier RG gas expands freely from
a high-pressure region through a small orifice with diameter D into the vacuum, an adiabatic
cooling of the internal energy occurs. During the process the thermal energy of the molecules
in the source is partly transferred into the expansion energy. It takes place in the orifice at
densities where the collision probability is very high. The degree of cooling depends on the
number of collisions during the expansion, which is proportional to the product n0D, where n0

is a density of expanding species in the orifice. The internal cooling has two advantages for
laser spectroscopy. First, only the lowest ro-vibrational levels in the electronic ground state are
populated. This reduction of the population to a few levels implies considerable reduction of
the number of absorption lines and leads to an appreciable simplification of spectra. Moreover,
because of the low temperatures, very weakly bound molecules with small dissociation energies,
D0, can be formed in supersonic beams (for detailed description of supersonic free-jet expansion
see [26]).

2.1 Supersonic beams

2.1.1 Pulsed

In most of the supersonic beam sources that produce M2 molecules it is essentially to heat up
the M sample to the temperatures considerably higher than its melting point (note: melting
points for Zn, Cd and Hg are 693 K, 594 K and 234 K, respectively). This assures high n0 in
the orifice. Considerably lower temperatures that are needed to produce mercury vapour at
sufficiently high densities allow applying solenoid pulsed valves in the supersonic beam sources.
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There are several crucial advantages of pulsed supersonic beams over those operated in
the continuous mode. Pulsed expansions allow using larger orifice diameters and, therefore,
lowering pressures to obtain sufficient cooling conditions. They offer higher transient beam
densities yet require lower average carrier RG load on the pumping system. Consequently,
employing pulsed beams significantly reduces consumption of expensive RG carriers. Details of
the pulsed Hg-beam source assembly that was used by the Author and co-workers in studies of
Hg2 are given elsewhere [25,27–29,40].

2.1.2 Continuous

Frequently, experimental requirements do not allow employing a pulsed valve in supersonic
expansion-beam apparatus. Then, it is necessary to use continuously operating beam sources.
Such continuous supersonic beams were used by the Author and co-workers in their studies
of Zn2 [22,25] and Cd2 [25,30–35,37] molecules. Construction of an efficient supersonic Cd2

beam source is considerably difficult because of the high temperatures necessary to sufficiently
heat the Cd metal in the oven [36]. The water-cooled beam source is mounted on an XY Z
translator on the bottom flange of the vacuum chamber. Stainless steel oven is heated up by
two independent insulated cables heaters, the main one wrapped around the oven body, and
an additional one in the spiral groove of the oven cap. The oven is insulated from the vacuum
chamber interior by a water-cooled shield. Additionally, a thermal screen is placed between
the oven and the water shield to reflect the thermal radiation back to the oven body. The
RG carrier gas is admitted through a tube fed into the oven, in whose side wall an additional
hole (inside the oven) is drilled to prevent the cold stream of the carrier gas to blow directly
on the nozzle orifice. Temperature is monitored by four thermocouples. Cd2 molecules are
formed by heating Cd shots in the oven and expanding through the nozzles D = 100–250 µm
and approximately 200–300 µm in length.

For Zn2 beam, the beam source is built from stainless steel (the source body) and molyb-
denum (the nozzle with the orifice), and is heated with two separate heaters up 1050 K (the
orifice) [22]. This prevents clogging and/or severe damage of the orifice, especially when higher
carrier gas pressures are applied (strong adiabatic expansion causes intense cooling of the upper
part of the oven in which the nozzle is situated).

2.2 Lasers

The laser system used in studies of Cd2 [30–35,37] and Zn2 [22] consisted of a Powerlite Series
7010 (Continuum) Nd+ : YAG laser which was used to pump a dye laser. For low-resolution
studies, the dye laser was a commercial LCR I (Sopra) system with an oscillator stage enhanced
with an in-house-built amplifier stage [36]. For high-resolution studies, the dye laser was a
NarrowScan (Radiant Dyes Accessories) with a spectral bandwidth of 0.04 cm−1 for a funda-
mental [35,37]. In the laser systems, 2nd dye-laser frequency harmonic was generated using an
angle-tuned (phase-matched) non-linear KDP-C or BBO-C crystal (Inrad), or using an Auto-
tracker system (Radiant Dyes Accessories) with a BBO crystal.

3 Results

3.1 Cd2

Fig. 1(a) shows a comparison of ab initio calculated interatomic potentials of the X10+g ground,
and the 11u(5

1P1)and
10+u (5

1P1) excited states of Cd2 [18,19,32] with those determined in
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experimental studies of the 11u(5
1P1)−X10+g [24,37] and 10+u (5

1P1)−X10+g [32,33,35,37] transi-
tions. Insert of Fig. 1(a) presents also Dx(R) and Dz(R) transition dipole moments calculated
by Czuchaj [18] and Lukomski et al. [32] for the transitions considered here. As can be seen,
regarding the two 10+u and 11u lowest singlet states, the two sets of results of ab initio calcula-
tions of Czuchaj [18] and Czuchaj and Krosnicki [19] differ significantly mainly with respect to
the presence and/or height of potential barriers in the range of longer R. One of the objectives
of this article was a verification of those calculations. The comparison shown in Fig. 1(a) is
more reliable with respect to the 11u-state as it includes the range of R where the barrier is
located. It is distinctly clear that the experimental potentials of the 10+u and 11u are closer to
those of Czuchaj [18].

Fig. 1. (a) Interatomic potentials of the Cd2 for the ground and ungerade excited states directly acces-
sible in the excitation from the ground state. Ab initio potentials of Czuchaj [18] (thin solid lines) and
Czuchaj and Krośnicki [19] (dash-dotted lines) are compared with result of Łukomski et al. [32] for the
ground state (dashed line) and results for the X10+g [35], 10+u (5

1P1) [35] and 11u(5
1P1) [24,37] states

(thick solid lines). Ranges of investigated υ′ levels in the 10+u (5
1P1) and 11u(5

1P1) potential wells
are depicted with horizontal thin lines. The remaining 30+u (5

3P1),
31u(5

3P1) and 31u(5
3P2) ungerade

excited states were investigated by Czajkowski and Koperski [30], Łukomski et al. [34] and Koperski
et al. [31], respectively. A Lennard-Jones L-J(12–6) Cd2 ground-state representation characteristic
for pure vdW molecule is also shown (dotted line). Insert shows ab initio calculated [18,32] elements
of Dx(R) and Dz(R) transition dipole moments for the considered transitions. Considerably small〈
31u(5

3P1)|Dx|X10+g
〉
explains a lack of success in detecting vibrational transitions in an excitation

at the 31u(5
3P1) ←X10+g transition [34]. (b) Interatomic potentials of the Hg2 for the ground and

ungerade excited states directly accessible in the excitation from the ground state. Ab initio poten-
tials of Czuchaj et al. [20] (thin solid lines) are compared with experimental results (thick solid lines)
of Koperski et al. for the X10+g [29], and the D31u(6

3P1) [28], E31u(6
3P2) [28], F30+u (6

3P1)[27] and
G10+u (5

1P1) [29] excited states in limited ranges of R. A L-J (12–6) Hg2 ground-state representation
is also shown (dotted line).
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3.2 Hg2

Fig. 1(b) shows a comparison of ab initio calculated interatomic potentials of the X10+g ground,
and the D31u(6

3P1), E
31u(6

3P2), F
30+u (6

3P1) and G10+u (6
1P1) excited states of Hg2 [20] with

those determined in experimental studies of the D31u(6
3P1)–X

10+g [28], E31u(6
3P2)–X

10+g [28],
F30+u -X10+g [27] and G10+u -X10+g [29] transitions. It is apparent from the comparison that
experimental results obtained in limited ranges of R generally agree with the theoretical ones.
However, it should be concluded that more accurate calculations, preferably with Hg20+ quasirel-
ativistic �-dependent pseudopotentials are needed.

3.3 Zn2

Fig. 2(a) shows a comparison of ab initio calculated interatomic potentials of the X10+g ground
and the 30+u (4

3P1) excited states of Zn2 [22] with those determined in experimental study of
the 30+u ← X10+g transition [22]. It is necessary to emphasized that in order to improve the
accuracy

Fig. 2. (a) Interatomic potentials of the Zn2 for the X10+g ground and 30+u (4
3P1) excited states. Ab

initio potentials of Strojecki et al. [22] (thin solid lines) and Ellingsen et al. [38] (full circles) are
compared with result of Strojecki et al. [22] (thick solid lines). (b) Calculated and experimental
Re ground-state bond lengths plotted for group-12 M2 dimers (M = Zn, Cd, Hg) according to: the
London model of dispersion interaction (see Eq. (2)) (full squares), ab initio calculations of Schautz et
al. [14] (full circles), and Lukeš et al. [39] (full triangles), and experimental results of: high-resolution
spectroscopy of Koperski et al. [40], Łukomski et al. [35] and low-resolution spectroscopy of Strojecki
et al. [22] for Hg2, Cd2 and Zn2, respectively (open diamonds), as well as high-resolution spectroscopy
of van Zee et al. [41] for Hg2 (open triangle).
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of the calculations for the ground state potential, it was recalculated carrying out the CCSD(T)
calculations with all 40 electrons correlated. Also, for the ground state a counterpoise correction
was applied. For the sake of comparison, the result of other ab initio calculations [38], in which
the spin-free relativistic Douglas-Kroll operator and CAS MR second- order perturbation theory
were used, are shown to illustrate a complexity of the theory-to-experiment agreement.

4 Conclusions

For the group-12 M2 dimers, a covalent admixture to a dominant ground-state vdW interaction
was found in theoretical investigations [8,12–14,42]. It was corroborated in experimental studies
for Hg2 [40,41], Cd2 [35,37] and - preliminarily - Zn2 [22]. It is expected that the admixture
reflects itself in a deviation of the Re from the value obtained using a London formula for pure
vdW interaction [25]

(Re)
6 = 2IMα2

M/4De, (2)

where IM and αM are ionisation potential and static atomic polarizability of an M atom,
respectively. In particular, the absolute value of Cd2 ground-state bond length, Re = 3.77 Å
[35], is much smaller than the Re = 4.58 Å predicted from a pure vdW interaction (Eq. (2)), and
close to the ab initio values Re = 4.05 Å of [14], 3.98 Å of [18,32] and 3.915 Å of [39]. The result
of [35] indicates that hypothesis of a covalent admixture is plausible, can be supported by the
experiment and, consequently, the ground-state bonding in group-12 M2 dimers (particularly
in Cd2) cannot be described as pure vdW interaction. Very recently, results of Dolg and
co-workers were confirmed in theoretical studies of Lukeš et al. [39] showing that repulsive
exchange interactions play an important role in stabilization of the Cd2 bonding. However,
because of still existing discrepancies (see Fig. 2(b)) a quantitative evaluation of a covalent
contribution to the interatomic bonding needs additional studies, especially for Zn2.

The covalent admixture to the ground-state vdW bonding manifests itself also by lowering a
degree of repulsion in the short-range region of R. As seen in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the Cd2 and
Hg2 ground-state repulsive walls determined from laser induced dispersed spectra [24,29,32]
is much “softer” than that, for example, of a Lennard-Jones L-J(12–6) potential reflecting
repulsion in a pure vdW molecule. This can clearly indicate a presence of the admixture to the
bonding of the Cd2 and Hg2 ground states.

The author thanks M. Łukomski, M. Strojecki, M. Ruszczak (Uniwersytet Jagielloński),

M. Krośnicki (Uniwersytet Gdański), E.S. Fry, R. Kenefick, H. Meng, X. Qu (Texas A&M Univer-

sity) and L. Krause, J.B. Atkinson, M. Czajkowski (University of Windsor) for their contribution at
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